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Abstract

Thermal errors are important sources of positioning errors in precision machines [1]

and are more and more becoming determining factors to meet increasing

specifications. In this paper, thermal modal analysis is used to study the behaviour of

an industrial inkjet printer under thermal load and to develop a reduced order thermal

error model while maintaining the precision. The reduction of transient thermal

deformation by adding extra heat loads is analysed as a possible method to improve

thermal behaviour of high precision printing systems. Two approaches are taken and

their simulation results are compared.

1 Thermal Modal Analysis

Thermal modal analysis is a modal analysis technique applied to the thermal domain

in which the transient temperature distribution in a system is decomposed into

thermal modes. The reconstruction of this transient temperature distribution then

consists of a summation of its contributing thermal modes. For the 2D case this can

be written as:
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where T is the temperature distribution, ϕij is the ij-th thermal mode shape, and θij is

the amplitude of the mode. Similarly, the thermal deformation of a structure can be

constructed from the sum of the thermal deformation shapes that correspond to the

thermal modes, multiplied with the amplitudes of those thermal modes (Eq.2):
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where u is the 2D-deformation vector and Ψij is the ij-th deformation shape vector.

Since the lower modes dominate the temperature distribution and the thermal

deformation, a reduced order model is constructed using only a limited number of

modes. The model is used to develop a method to reduce the deformation which is

described in the next section. Figure 1 shows the example problem used in this paper:

a thin square plate is supported along one thermally insulated edge, uniform

convective cooling is applied over the plate, and a moving heat load depicted in

Figure 1(Right) causes deformation within the plate. The objective is to minimize the

deformation at a moving point under the moving heat load. Figure 2 shows the

thermal mode shapes and the corresponding thermal deformation shapes of the

example plate.

The use of thermal mode shapes enables to optimally select sensor locations [2] and

to control the modes amplitudes [3] because of their mutual independency regarding

sensitivity for external heat loads. The latter is used in the next section in the so-

called mode cancellation method.

Figure 1: Simulation model of a square plate supported by a thermally insulated edge

Figure 2: Thermal mode shapes and corresponding deformation shapes for the

example problem in Figure 1
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2 Reduction of transient thermal deformation

In this section, simulation results for two methods for the reduction of transient

deformations by means of additional heat loads are presented. The example problem

shown in Figure 1 is solved using the two methods. To minimize the transient

deformation, additional, stationary but time-dependent heat loads are used to

counteract the thermal deformation as a result of the moving heat load. To determine

the optimal locations and the amplitudes of the required additional heat loads, two

approaches are taken and their results are compared: (1) mode cancellation which

controls the amplitudes of the dominant thermal modes and (2) deformation

cancellation which cancels out the deformation at the point of interest by creating an

opposite deformation.

2.1 Mode cancellation

Mode cancellation controls the amplitudes of the additional heat loads such that the

temperature amplitudes of the dominant lower modes are reduced as much as possible

and, as a result, the deformation at the point of interest is reduced. The influence of

each heat load to those modes is proportional to the values of the thermal mode

shapes at the heat load location. Therefore, the additional heat load amplitudes can be

calculated to exactly cancel out the selected number of the dominant thermal modes

from the thermal mode shapes values at all heat loads locations in the problem (Eq.3):

1
ext ext ori ori[ ] [ ( )] [ ( )][ ]ij ijq q   x x (Eq.3)

where [qori] and [ qext] are the amplitudes of the original heat loads and the additional

loads. xori and xext are their locations. The simulation result of mode cancellation is

shown in Figure 3 compared to other results where no convection and best convection

are used without additional heat loads. The results show that the mode cancellation

method reduces the deformation substantially better.
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Figure 3: Deformation reduction results Figure4: Deformation cancellation

2.2 Deformation cancellation

Deformation cancellation uses the additional heat sources to produce thermal

deformation that cancels out the deformation at one particular point of interest

(Figure 4). At each simulation time step, the amplitudes of the additional loads are

determined so that the resultant deformation cancels out the deformation due to the

moving heat load in that time step. Figure3 shows the result of the simulation. The

results from both mode cancellation and deformation cancellation show more or less

the same performance in this problem.

3 Conclusion

In this project, thermal modal analysis is studied to develop further understanding on

the thermal deformation errors in precision machines. A reduced order thermal error

model has been developed, and simulation results of both mode cancellation and

deformation cancellation show that transient thermal deformation can be reduced by

adding extra heat loads. We are currently extending these methods to further improve

the reduction performance, the flexibility and the robustness of the methods. We also

aim to develop procedures to find solutions for a wider range of problems.
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